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31, 2004.   

The purpose of this grant was to experimentally investigate radial transport in a 

non-neutral (Penning-Malmberg) plasma trap.  These traps provide an excellent platform 

for transport studies since the plasmas are generally well confined.  One can then study 

transport in a controlled manner:  the plasma is perturbed and the resulting transport 

measured.  The focus of this research is the transport produced by applied asymmetric 

electric fields. 

Our trap is a modified version of the usual Penning-Malmberg trap.  In order to 

avoid non-essential complications due to collective resonances (i.e., standing waves), we 

have reduced the electron density in our trap to the point where the Gould-Trivelpiece 

waves are strongly damped.  In order to maintain the azimuthal rotation normally 

provided by the self-field of the electron column, we have added a negatively biased wire 

running down the axis of our trap.  The basic dynamical motions (axial bouncing and 

azimuthal rotation) should thus be the same in our trap as they are in the standard 

Penning-Malmberg Trap.  

To induce radial transport, we apply electric fields to the plasma that are 

asymmetric (i.e., that break the cylindrical symmetry by having an azimuthal and an axial 

dependence).  We control the amplitude, frequency, and Fourier mode number of these 

asymmetries.  This latter control is obtained by using up to forty wall sectors to apply the 

asymmetric fields.  We usually adjust the voltages applied to these sectors so as to 

produce an asymmetry that has a single Fourier mode.  This makes for the cleanest 

comparison between experiment and theory. 

The main results of our research concern 1) the theory of asymmetry-induced 

transport, 2) an absolute comparison of theory predictions with experimental results, 3) 

the amplitude scaling of the transport, 4) the frequency dependence of the transport, 5) 

the development of techniques to determine the relative contribution of mobility and 



diffusion to the transport, and 6) measuring the effect of small axial magnetic variations 

on the transport.  We will now consider each of these in detail. 

The goal of this research is to make detailed comparisons between theory and 

experiment.  Our first task, then, was to develop the relevant theory.  The notion of radial 

transport that was dominated by particles moving in resonance with a field asymmetry 

had been employed in the past to describe the transport induced in tandem mirrors by the 

static, asymmetric end cells.  Our task was to adapt these ideas to non-neutral plasmas 

with time-varying electric field asymmetries.  In addition to providing a transport theory 

for our studies, the resulting work also clarified the role of collective effects in altering 

the magnitude and spectrum of the applied asymmetric field.  This work was published in 

the following paper:   

1.  D.L. Eggleston and T.M. O'Neil, "Theory of Asymmetry-Induced Transport in 
a Non-Neutral Plasma", Phys. Plasmas 6, 2699 (1999). 
 

We were now in a position to make simple, clear, absolute comparisons between 

theory and experiment.  Our initial work in this area verified the amplitude scaling of the 

transport and observed for the first time the transport resonances predicted by theory.  

The absolute comparison, however, found an experimental value for the radial flux that 

was forty times smaller than that predicted by theory.  It was clear at this point that there 

was something wrong with the theory.  This initial work was presented in two invited 

talks.  The first was at the Workshop on Nonlinear Processes in Nonneutral Plasmas and 

in Fluids, European Center for Atomic and Molecular Computations, Ecole Normale 

Superieure, Lyon, France, July 15, 1998, and the second at the 1999 Workshop on 

Nonneutral Plasmas, August 2-5, in Princeton, New Jersey.  It was also published in the 

following paper:   

2.  D.L. Eggleston, "Experimental Test of the Resonant Particle Theory of 
Asymmetry-Induced Transport", in Non-neutral Plasma Physics III, John J. 
Bollinger et.al., editors, American Institute of Physics, New York, 1999.  
 
 

 



Several research groups have studied the amplitude scaling of asymmetry-induced 

transport, often obtaining conflicting results.  This has always been a part of our work as 

well since our trap (having no collective effects) can produce a clear, less ambiguous 

measurement of the transport amplitude scaling.  Our initial, limited measurements had 

found that the transport flux increases like the square of the asymmetry amplitude.  

Driven by results from the Driscoll group that found a first-power scaling, we extended 

these measurements to include a broader parameter range.  While these experiments 

generally agreed with our former results (the transport scales with the square of the 

amplitude for smaller asymmetry amplitudes and falls off to a weaker scaling at higher 

amplitudes), we found some cases where the low amplitude scaling was closer to the first 

power of the asymmetry amplitude.  These cases occurred when the induced transport 

was comparable in magnitude but opposite in sign to the background transport.  While 

this result is not yet understood in detail, it indicates that mixing of the background and 

induced transport can affect the amplitude scaling of this transport, a possibility that has 

been ignored in all previous work.  This result was the subject of an invited talk at the 

2001 Workshop on Non-Neutral Plasmas in San Diego and was published in two papers:   

3.  D.L. Eggleston and B. Carrillo, "Amplitude Scaling of Asymmetry-Induced 
Transport", in Non-Neutral Plasma Physics IV, edited by F. Anderegg et. al., 
American Institute of Physics, 2002. 
 
4.  D.L. Eggleston and B. Carrillo, "Amplitude scaling of asymmetry-induced 
transport in a non-neutral plasma trap", Phys. Plasmas, 9, 786, 2002. 
 

The theory for asymmetry-induced transport predicts a resonance in the transport 

for certain asymmetry frequencies.  In most experiments, these transport resonances are 

masked by the much stronger standing wave resonances.  Our experiment was designed 

to avoid this problem and we have indeed observed transport resonances.  This data 

provided the first evidence of the dominant role played by particles the move in 

resonance with the asymmetry.  The frequency at which these peaks occurred, however, 

does not match the predictions of theory.  Faced with this discrepancy, we have studied 

these frequency resonances in various parameter regimes and found an empirical scaling:  

the resonant frequency scales like the square root of V/rB, where V is the center wire 



bias, r is the radius, and B is the magnetic field.  This unusual scaling, which we do not 

yet understand, was the subject of an invited talk at the 2003 Workshop on Non-Neutral 

Plasmas in Santa Fe and was published in two papers:  

5.  D.L. Eggleston and B. Carrillo, ``Frequency dependence of asymmetry-
induced transport in a non-neutral plasma trap'', Phys. Plasmas, 10, 1308, 2003. 
 
6.  D.L. Eggleston, "Using Variable Frequency Asymmetries to Understand 
Radial Transport in a Malmberg-Penning Trap", in Non-Neutral Plasma Physics 
V, edited by M. Schauer et al., American Institute of Physics, 2003. 
 

Our work on the frequency dependence of asymmetry-induced transport shows 

that the current transport theory is, at best, flawed.  We have thus turned to the more 

difficult task of determining what is wrong with the theory.  The first step in this process 

is to build a model that will encompass the experimental results.  The above-mentioned 

work gave us two parts of this: the amplitude dependence and the frequency dependence 

of the transport.  Our next step was to measure the relative size of the diffusion and 

mobility contributions to the transport.  Our technique was guided by the theoretical 

prediction that the mobility term and the resonant particle factor both contained the factor 

ω−ωR where ωR is the rotation frequency of the plasma column.  We came up with a 

method to extract from our large data set (flux vs. radius vs. frequency) those points 

where ω=ωR, thus, in principle, eliminating the mobility and resonant particle terms and 

isolating the diffusion term.  A plot of the selected points vs. the density gradient should 

then yield a straight line with slope equal to the magnitude of the diffusive contribution.  

The experimental plots show a simple relation between the selected data points and the 

density gradient which is largely independent of center wire bias (as expected from 

theory), but the plots deviate from the expected linear behavior.  While this may be yet 

another indication that the theory is flawed, there are other effects that may explain this 

behavior.  We have investigated two possibilities:  1) We have shown that, in principle, a 

strong temperature gradient could explain the deviation.  We have thus measured the 

temperature as a function of radius.  Although the error bars are large due to the low 

densities used in our work, the date do not support the existence of strong temperature 

gradients.  2) The theory assumes that ωR is constant along a magnetic field line.  While 



this is true near the center of our trap, ωR does vary near the ends.  We have performed 

numerical studies which tell us how ωR varies with axial position.  These end effects do 

no appear to be strong enough to explain our results.  These results were presented in a 

contributed poster at the 2002 APS/DPP meeting in Orlando, Florida. 

Recently, the Driscoll group at UCSD published work showing that the small 

variations (less than 1%) in the axial magnetic field of their trap played a large role in the 

radial transport.  The key idea is that the slowest particles in the trap are mirror reflected 

by these variations, so the usual assumption that the particles are bouncing axial between 

the ends of the trap is wrong.  In their particular experiment, this produces a large effect 

on the transport.  It was suggested that such mirroring effects could play a role in our 

experiment as well.  To test this notion, we added three coils of additional windings to 

our solenoid that allow us to adjust the axial field variation, and have examined the effect 

of these adjustments on the radial flux resonances we typically observe.  Adjusting these 

coils so as to make the magnetic field as uniform as possible reduces beta by a factor of 

five, but this produces little change in the transport, so the UCSD effect apparently does 

not apply in our experiment.  Since we had the coils installed, we also examined the 

effect of increasing beta.  Varying beta over the broader range -8.5% to 9.5% gives 

variations of 20-50% in the magnitude, peak frequency, and width of the flux resonances.  

The flux magnitude decreases with increasing beta while the resonance width increases.  

The resonance peak frequency increases with the absolute value of beta.  We have not yet 

found a model that can explain these results.  These results were presented in a 

contributed poster at the 2004 APS/DPP meeting in Savannah, Georgia. 

As an undergraduate institution, Occidental College prepares students for 

graduate school and future scientific leadership.  Over the course of this grant, the 

following students have participated in this research during the year indicated: Chad 

Folse (98), Dan Bond (98), Octavio Herrera (98), Brenda Carrillo (99), Scott Rees (99), 

Demian Lopez (99), Brenda Carrillo (00),  Calvin Liang (00), Zeljko Sakota (00), Brenda 

Carrillo (01), Finn Rebassoo (02), Jason Dexter (03), Brian Fowler (03), and Karl 

McMurtry (04).  Half of these are attending or plan to attend graduate school in either 

Physics or Engineering. 



 

 


